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About This Game

The 37th Week is a VR ONLY, independent, low-budget and experimental real-time VR FILM (i.e. not a game!). Features:

> A responsive VR movie that reacts to user movements and actions seamlessly and that lasts approx. 7-10 mins.
> The user always has full control over the point of view (from the fetus' side), without having to use any external controllers.

> Plot told via dialogues that take place outside the body, with all audio being directional.
> Director’s commentary available in-app as an on-demand feature (it appears at the end of the first run of the film).

> Selected for 7 film & indie festivals.

Director's statement: Birth and pregnancy are events full of magic, but also drama. Although all of us go through that part of
life, no one is able to remember how it really was to be inside our mother’s womb. To which extent can fetuses experience
what’s going on outside the womb? We wanted to explore the contrast between the calmness inherent in the womb and the

complex reality that awaits outside.
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5-ish minute experience without a single interraction from the player.
Not even worth a dollar!. I thought this would let me experience being born in VR. That sounded sorta interesting and
educational but that's not at all what you get.

This is a 10 minute VR movie. You're a fetus in the womb - this part is very cool for a minute as you look around and get bathed
in blue light from an ultrasound. You hear fairly innane dialogue but it's fine because you're in VR in a womb and it's fun to just
gaze.

Then things weird. I won't spoil the story but the thumbs down is for the laughably bad animation, models and effects combined
with the complete lack of interaction and short length. As demo's go you will definitely not use this to show off VR when people
come over. It's not scary, educational or interesting so I'm just not sure what it's for.
Full review available but it doesn't say much more than this.. Could have been a great idea, but story is weird and unnecessarily
dark. A fun idea. REALLY short - just a few minutes. Not a good story, doesn't really use the VR for anything that couldn't be
done without VR. I can't recommend it. WARNING: IF YOU DON'T HAVE A VR HEADSET, THIS 'VR FILM
EXPERIENCE' WILL NOT WORK!

While this game says it is a VR game, it doesn't specify that it is VR ONLY. This should be made more clear as there is
absolutely NO WAY to control this with keyboard, mouse, or a controller. As of the time of this review, the minimum PC
requirments to play this do NOT list VR as a required PC component to play this. (I assumed VR was optional since it doesn't
specify anywhere that VR is "required, but I assumed wrong)
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